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A study of Willoughby Dickinson’s involvement with the Women’s 
Suffrage campaign between 1906-1918  
Born in April 1859, Willoughby Hyett Dickinson dedicated his life to public service. Like his 
father before him, Dickinson was a Liberal party man. He was first an elected  representative 
on the London County Council, becoming its Chairman in 1900, and also became Chairman 
of the London Liberal Federation in the same year. Six years later, in 1906 he was elected as 
the Liberal MP for St. Pancras North in London. His parliamentary career started on a bad 
note when he was entrusted with responding to the King’s Speech, usually a conciliatory 
affair, but instead he used the occasion to launch a blistering attack on Joseph Chamberlain, 
from which his reputation never recovered.  
Thereafter Dickinson committed himself to the campaign for women’s suffrage. He 
tabled numerous bills to enfranchise women, joined and founded men’s leagues in support of 
the cause, and chaired a range of committees to ensure equal rights became a reality. 
Dickinson worked alongside the women’s suffrage movements and was in constant dialogue 
with them. Their cause seemed close to victory in 1910 following the introduction of the 
Conciliation bill, but they were defeated by the opposition of senior Liberal party politicians 
such as Asquith, Lloyd George and Churchill. The women’s movements responded by 
linking-up with the fledgling Labour party instead. Dickinson spotted their peregrination and 
mounted a charm offensive in an effort to retain their support: in 1913 he tabled a bill on their 
behalf but without their assent, and he toured the country to speak to women’s suffrage 
societies.  
World War One began in 1914 and the women’s cause was held in abeyance. When 
the government touted a reform of the franchise in 1916; Dickinson and his allies seized the 
opportunity to champion their cause. A committee of MPs was convened to discuss electoral 
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reform, including the issue of women’s suffrage, and in 1917 they agreed on a scheme 
proposed by Dickinson to enfranchise women. The 1918 Representation of the People Act 
enshrined the proposal in law, and women won the right to vote. Due to the nature of 
Dickinson’s intervention, 8.5 million women were enfranchised rather than 1.5 million.  
 Dickinson lost his seat at the 1918 General Election and never returned to politics. He 
spent the rest of his life organising various international societies, such as the World Alliance 
for Promoting International Friendship through the Churches. He died in May 1943.  
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Introduction  
Willoughby Hyett Dickinson’s career as a Liberal MP spanned from 1906 to 1918. He 
dedicated his parliamentary career to the cause of women’s suffrage. Angela V John and Claire 
Eustance have described him as ‘one of the most faithful supporters in Parliament’, who ‘took 
part in almost every debate on the subject’1. Leslie Hume has bracketed him among a cabal of 
influential politicians of the day, including David Lloyd George, Bonar Law, Edward Grey, 
Robert Cecil, and Arthur Henderson2. Dickinson introduced the 1906 parliament’s first bill for 
women’s suffrage and reintroduced it in various forms every year until 1914. He was a 
founding member of the Men’s League for Women’s Suffrage, he chaired the Men’s Liberal 
Federation for Women’s Suffrage, and he supported the principle of equality for women in 
many other guises. His primary motivation for supporting the women’s cause was his belief in 
the progress of civilisation, and that every citizen should have equal rights.   
Dickinson’s contemporaries, particularly the women societies, paid him no shortage of 
attention nor respect. Women sang Dickinson’s praises after the 1918 Representation of the 
People Act granted women the right to vote if they were: over thirty years of age and entitled 
to be registered as a local government elector; or were the wife of a husband entitled to be so 
registered. The Common Cause, the National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies’ (NUWSS) 
newspaper, hailed his contribution:  ‘It is owing to him, more than to any other individual or 
member of parliament, that the local government clause was widened to include the married 
women’3. Dickinson’s intervention had widened the number of women who received the vote 
from 1,500,000 to 8,000,000, something for which they were extremely grateful. Dickinson’s 
                                                             
1 Angela V John and Claire Eustance. ‘Shared histories – differing identities’ in Angela V John and Claire 
Eustance eds., The Men’s Share? Masculinities, Male Support and Women’s Suffrage in Britain, 1890-1920. Eds. 
Angela V John and Claire Eustance. (London, 1997), p 21. 
2 Leslie Parker Hume. The National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies, 1897-1914. (London, 1982), p 226. 
3 London: London Metropolitan Archives (LMA) Newspaper article from The Common Cause. 22 March 1918. 
F/DCK/28/8 
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letterbox filled with letters from women’s suffrage movements eager to express their thanks: 
‘we have always felt that you were our true champion in the house of commons’4; ‘our 
association greatly rejoices at the success which has followed your efforts’5; ‘we wish to record 
our sense of all that our cause owes to you for your help in the past’6. Mrs Fawcett, the leader 
of the NUWSS,  took the time to pen several handwritten personal letters to Dickinson, 
commending him for his work at the Speaker’s Conference and for ensuring that its 
recommendations were seen through the House7.  
The activities of the women’s suffrage campaign outside of Parliament have been well-
documented but the inner-parliamentary campaign has received less attention. The coverage of 
Dickinson’s career consists of one article on his post-parliamentary life and a biography written 
by an amateur Historian8. Academics such as Martin Pugh and Leslie Hume have 
acknowledged his involvement at key junctures of the campaign but his contribution has not 
been fully investigated9. An investigation of Dickinson’s work is intended to complement and 
add to the existing academic literature; to analyse the nature of his contribution and determine 
whether or not it the merited the women’s praise.  The majority of the sources used come from 
the Dickinson collection at the London Metropolitan archives. Dickinson arranged the 
collection himself and so it not a fully comprehensive repository. Most of the documents are 
letters addressed to him, newspaper clippings detailing his interventions, and committee 
papers. Nothing in his diary entries or clippings appear out of kilter with work by other 
historians.  
                                                             
4 LMA. Letter from the NUWSS. 23 June 1917. F/DCK/57/16/9.  
5 LMA. Letter from the British Women’s Temperance Association. 27 June 1917. F/DCK/52/16/10.  
6 LMA. Letter from London Society for Women’s Suffrage. 16 June 1917. F/DCK/52/16/7.  
7 LMA. Letter from Millicent Fawcett. 22 June 1917. F/DCK/57/16/8.  
8 D. Gorman. Willoughby Dickinson, the League of Nations and the World Alliance for Promoting International 
Friendship through the Churches. Journal of Contemporary History, Vol. 45, No. 1 (Jan., 2010), pp. 51-73.  
9 M. Pugh. Electoral Reform in War and Peace, 1906-18. (London, 1978).  
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Chapter one covers Dickinson’s life until his accession to parliament. The second 
chapter encompasses his activities during the first Liberal parliament of the century (1906-
1910). Chapter three describes his conflicting attempts to win the women their cause yet 
simultaneously reconcile them to his party. Dickinson’s campaign culminates at the Speaker’s 
Conference in the fourth chapter, which finishes with an account of his abrupt departure from 
politics in 1918.  
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Chapter One: Dickinson’s life before parliament (1859-1906) 
Willoughby Hyett Dickinson was born on 9 April 1859, and lived until 31 May 1943. He was 
educated at Eton College and later at Trinity College Cambridge, but due to illness he was 
awarded with a degree in absentia. After graduating Dickinson trained in law and became a 
barrister, practicing intermittently until his accession to parliament in 1906. In 1891 he married 
Elizabeth Meade, a local member of the Cotswold gentry and they had three children: two sons 
and a daughter. His son Richard became a pilot for the RAF in World War One, moved to 
Zimbabwe, and predeceased his father. His daughter Joan Frances Davidson later became a 
Conservative MP for Hemel Hempstead in 1937. The other daughter became a Doctor.  
Most of our knowledge of Dickinson’s family background comes from the account of 
his biographer, Hope Costley White. Dickinson’s father was Sebastian Dickinson, the Liberal 
Party MP for Stroud between 1868-74. Sebastian had been raised by his Huguenot 
grandmother, who had imbued him with the habits of self-discipline and a sense of public 
service, character traits Willoughby inherited. Sebastian nurtured the financial fortune his 
father had made in India and embarked on a short-lived political career in 1868. He served six 
years in parliament until his re-election of 1874 came under investigation after allegations of 
electoral fraud and his victory was annulled. Amid accusations of corruption he subsequently 
retired from politics. Willoughby Dickinson never forgave the Conservative Party for the 
accusations brought against his father, which the Dickinson family believed had contributed to 
Sebastian’s relatively early death in 1878, aged 631.  
The Dickinson family were Evangelicals. They were disciplined, philanthropic and 
public-spirited. In Painswick they were known locally for giving parties on behalf of the poor 
and feeble-minded. After his father’s death, the family moved to Wandsworth, where 
                                                             
1 H. C. White. Willoughby Hyett Dickinson, 1859-1943: a memoir. 1956. J Bellows (Gloucester), pp 1-48.  
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Willoughby became an active member of the community. He became a Sunday School teacher, 
a Secretary of the Committee of the Local Nursing Association and Vice-President of the Local 
Liberal Association.   
London County Council Work  
The London County Council was founded following the Local Government Act of 1888. It 
held its first elections in 1889. Its goal was to provide London with a Local Government 
administration capable of  addressing the burdens of the city’s rapid and continued growth.   
‘In the first LCC elections in 1889 party labels were less important than they would 
later become’2. Prominence in local circles mattered more. The Conservative and Liberals 
parties both asked Willoughby to become their candidate in Wandsworth. Despite his family 
attachment to the Liberal Party he refused both offers. Instead he stood and won as an 
independent, joining the Council’s Progressives Party, which won seventy-three of the 118 
seats.  
The LCC’s councillors were unpaid but worked four days a week. Running the Council 
was arduous work and its leaders had to work like dogs. Their mental and physical health 
suffered as a result, one had a breakdown and another an early death3.  The majority of the 
council’s work was done through committees; the weekly agenda was often the length of a 
novel.4 Dickinson became Chairman of the Council in 1900, as well as the Chairman of the 
London Liberal Federation. In his role as Chair Dickinson became a prominent figure. He 
                                                             
2 J. Davis. Politics and the People of London. The London County Council 1889-1965. Ed. A. Saint. (London, 
1989),  pp 29.  
3 J. Davis. Politics and the People of London, pp 30.  
4 J. Davis. Reforming London. The Local Government Problem. 1855-1900. (Oxford, 1988), pp 148.  
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hosted a series of annual dinners on behalf of both societies, the Prince of Wales came to one, 
and Campbell-Bannerman, the Liberal party’s leader, to another.  
During his time on the LCC Dickinson participated in several electoral campaigns. In 
1895 he stood for Parliament on behalf of the Liberals in Stepney. Afterwards the North St 
Pancras Liberal Association adopted him as their candidate for the 1900 General Election, a 
contest he was again unsuccessful in.  He carried on with his various public duties until 1906, 
when he won North St Pancras for the Liberals in the General Election of that year. Dickinson 
fought numerous local government and parliamentary elections during his seventeen years on 
the London County Council. His experience of running as a candidate enriched him with a 
knowledge of party politics, electoral franchises and electoral registers.   
The 1906 electoral franchises were wildly complicated, with separate registers for local 
and parliamentary elections. The Municipal Franchise Act of 1869 had enabled women rate-
payers to vote in local elections, though in 1872 this was limited to qualifying single and 
widowed women (despite the Married Women’s Property Act of 1870). The County Council 
Act of 1888 extended the rights of women voters to County and County Borough Councils. 
Lodgers could vote in parliamentary elections but not in municipal ones, whereas women and 
peers could vote in local elections but not for parliament. The LCC’s members believed that 
Lodgers favoured the Liberals and that women favoured the Conservatives; after the elections 
of 1892, Liberal party agents reported that ‘the women’s vote was cast against progress by a 
majority of about ten to one’5. Dickinson would doubtless have known the argument that 
women voters at a municipal level did not look kindly on his own party.  
 
                                                             
5 J. Davis. Reforming London, pp 189.  
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Women  
Women’s involvement in political affairs had been a topic of the LCC’s since its inception. In 
1889 three women had been elected, two to the council and one as an alderman. One was 
disqualified following a petition from a disgruntled opponent, but the other two remained in 
position, claiming that a provision under the Municipal Corporations Act of 1882 validated 
their elections. Their presence continued to be challenged and they took a low-profile, attending 
but not participating6. Women were eventually permitted to stand for County and Borough 
Councils in 1907.  
Dickinson attempted to implement fairer wages for women in 1904, when he led a 
committee to equalise the pay for some women teachers. The LCC’s responsibilities included 
social and domestic legislation. Here Dickinson developed the idea that women’s help was 
useful, or at least he spotted that it was a useful argument to deploy. He also continued with 
his philanthropic work.  
Conclusion  
Dickinson’s work for the London County Council proved an indispensable training for his later 
political career. It honed his administrative, organisational and leadership capabilities. The 
laborious and detailed nature of the work sharpened his eye for detail. He developed a thorough 
knowledge of the electoral franchises and registers, became aware of the role of women in 
social and domestic legislation; and made good contacts with a diverse group of young 
politicians from across the parties who would later grow into influential political figures, such 
as William Bull and Sidney Webb. His movement for the equalisation of teachers’ pay 
demonstrated his willingness to champion the cause of women’s equality
                                                             
6 G. Gibbon and Reginald W. Bell. History of the London County Council 1889-1939. (London. 1939), pp 80.  
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Chapter 2: Willoughby Dickinson’s first parliament (1906-1910) 
Willoughby Dickinson won the seat of North St Pancras for the Liberals at the 1906 General 
Election. It was a two-horse race between him and the Conservative Party candidate; he won 
just over sixty per cent of the vote with a majority of 1451.  
Dickinson stood on a platform of anti-Toryism. His manifesto for the 1906 General 
Election campaign listed a series of grievances towards the Conservative party. Dickinson 
criticised the Tories for rising expenditures, for the poor conduct of the Boer War, for the 
revival of sectarian intolerance in Education, and for impeding the Temperance movement. It 
followed the general message of the Liberal campaign and he saved his staunchest criticism for 
an attack on the Conservatives, who had advocated a return to protectionism, ‘which in former 
times inflicted untold suffering and distress among the masses of the people’1.    
The manifesto made few points apropos to Dickinson’s own personal intentions. 
Dickinson was a star of what would today be referred to as ‘message discipline’. He made 
suggestive remarks which revealed his true feelings to those politically savvy enough to spot 
them. Under a sub-heading named Suffrage, he stated: ‘no impediment (should) stand in the 
way of any citizen taking part in the management of the nation’s affairs, either as an elector or 
as a representative in parliament’. The Equal Rights section concentrated on domestic 
legislation such as education and workers’ rights: ‘Equal rights and opportunities must be given 
to all’. The section under Social Reform addressed poverty, drink and unfair rents. After a long 
period of Conservative rule the was the Liberals’  election to lose and Dickinson took a cautious 
route. His omission of Women’s suffrage may suggest that the topic was not a safe one for 
candidates.  
                                                             
1 London: LMA. Pamphlet. The Responsibility of the Liberal Party. F/DCK/17/8. 1905. 
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First moves 
Dickinson’s parliamentary career got off to a bad start. Following a well-received speech he 
had given alongside Campbell-Bannerman in his position as Chairman of the London Liberal 
Federation, Dickinson was invited to reply to the King’s speech at the opening of parliament. 
Tradition dictated that his speech ought to be non-political but Dickinson chose not to abide by 
precedent2. He celebrated the defeat of the Unionist party in London and proceeded to give a 
speech leaden with criticisms of the Conservatives. He attacked them for their opposition to 
Free Trade, for their faulty conduct of the Boer wars and poor management of the country’s 
cities and towns3. Dickinson then delivered a scathing class-ridden criticism of the 
Conservative party: 
I recognise that there has been considerable criticism directed to the fact that this 
Motion has been entrusted to a town Member rather than to a country Member. Although I am, 
of course, personally innocent of this great offence, I fully recognise the heinousness of the 
crime which has ventured to place the representation of flesh and blood on a level with the 
representation of broad acres.  
         
Dickinson’s assault was indicative of an inferiority complex, perhaps he felt his local 
Gloucestershire-gentry background had been overlooked. His address was seconded by Francis 
Acland, another new Liberal MP, but one with a more impeccable family tree; Acland’s father 
had been an influential Liberal MP and his family were wealthy land-owners4.  
Joseph Chamberlain, responding for the opposition in Balfour’s absence, condemned 
Dickinson through praise for Acland, whose family pedigree he complimented; ‘he comes of a 
family which is so closely connected with our Parliamentary history that it is almost a part of 
its traditions’; Chamberlain then commended Acland’s rhetorical ability, and wished him well 
                                                             
2 H C White, Willoughby Hyett Dickinson, pp 48.  
3 Speech by W H Dickinson. HC Deb 19 February 1906 vol 152 cc 140-75. 140. Hansard Online.  
4 A. Ockwell, ‘Acland, Sir Arthur Herbert Dyke, thirteenth baronet (1847–1926)’, Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography, (Oxford, 2004).  
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for the future. Afterwards he turned to Dickinson: ‘I wish I could speak in the same way of the 
other speech which we were compelled to listen to, and which certainly formed a precedent in 
more ways than one. It is a precedent which I hope will be avoided in the future’5. 
Dickinson recorded afterwards that his maiden parliamentary speech had been a 
‘hideous failure’ and his biographer Hope Costley White wrote that the bad impression he had 
left on the house hung over him for the rest of his parliamentary career6. It was an ignominious 
start for a man who had been tipped as a promising parliamentarian.  
Dickinson engaged with the women’s movement from his first day as an MP. In his 
diary entry after his swearing-in he recorded seeing Millicent Fawcett at an informal meeting 
of the ‘friends of women’s suffrage arm’ at the House of Commons7. The first session of the 
parliament started off with debates on Home Rule and the employment of Chinese labourers in 
South Africa. A few months later Henry Campbell-Bannerman wrote Dickinson to propose 
him a knighthood but he turned it down due to financial difficulties. He spent the first year 
divided between his LCC and parliamentary duties. By the end of 1906 Dickinson had at least 
made himself known within the house. He had exchanged correspondence with Asquith, 
Campbell-Bannerman, Stanley Baldwin and Churchill. But he had not enjoyed his first 
experiences of life as an MP, writing in his diary that he felt sick of it already.  
Women’s Enfranchisement Act 1907.  
Dickinson began 1907 with his first major intervention on behalf of the women’s movement. 
On February 13th 1907, the NUWSS had convened a meeting with the Parliamentary 
Committee for Women’s Suffrage in order to plan a strategy for the upcoming parliament8 . It 
                                                             
5 Speech by Joseph Chamberlain. HC Deb 19 February 1906 vol 152 cc140-75. 149. Hansard Online  
6 H C White. Willoughby Dickinson, pp 48 
7 Gloucester: Gloucestershire Archives. Dickinson Diaries. 14 February 1906. D6 F175/12. Book 5.  
8 L. Hume. The National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies, pp 34.   
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is not clear if Dickinson was present but one of Dickinson’s contemporaries, Philip Snowden, 
recalled later that the women’s suffrage societies had requested that Dickinson introduce a bill 
on their behalf9. The next day in his diary entry from 14 February 1907 Dickinson recorded 
that ‘I had put down my name for the ballot quite by chance yesterday and today I drew first 
place’10. In search of support he scampered off to find the Prime Minister, ‘I ought not to do it 
without the knowledge of the government’, but only got through to his secretary, who 
prevaricated. Dickinson decided to press on with his plan regardless.  
The bill Dickinson tabled was the Women’s Enfranchisement Act. It had two clauses: 
The first stipulated that in the legislation for parliamentary elections, ‘words which impart the 
masculine gender’ shall be considered to include women. Secondly, ‘a woman shall not be 
disqualified by reason of marriage from being so registered and voting…’11 Of the six MPs 
who supported the bill, one would become a key ally: Labour MP Philip Snowden. Like 
Dickinson, Snowden was one of the new intake for 1906. He was known for his powerful 
oratory.  
Ahead of the bill’s second reading on March 8th, the NUWSS pounced on the 
opportunity to generate some parliamentary momentum for their cause. Keir Hardie had 
introduced a bill for adult suffrage the year before but this was the first bill of the parliament 
exclusively aimed at women. The NUWSS sought to ‘ensure a good division’ and asked their 
supporters throughout the country to pressure MPs who were known to have pledged 
themselves to the cause or were likely converts12. Due to a lack of time, the NUWSS suggested 
a letter-writing campaign as the most viable course of action. Two drafts of letters were 
                                                             
9 P. Snowden. Philip Snowden: An autobiography. (Edinburgh, 1934), pp 285.  
10 Gloucester: Gloucestershire Archives. Dickinson Diaries. 13 Feb. 1906. D6 F175/12. Book 5. 
11 House of Commons Parliamentary Papers Online. Women’s Enfranchisement Act. 15 February 1907. 
12London: LSE, Women’s Library. Suggestions for work in support of the Women’s Suffrage Bill. February 1907. 
2LSW/C/8/08/.    
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attached, one to be sent to ‘pledged’ MPs and the other for those whose views remained 
uncertain.  
The NUWSS publicity campaign worked, Dickinson reintroduced the bill for its second 
reading in parliament to a packed house. Snowden later recorded that ‘the house was the busiest 
I could recall for a Friday evening…the debate was also one of the best’13.  Dickinson formed 
his arguments around principles and precedents: ‘the political enfranchisement of women 
would immensely add to the social advantage of the kingdom, and to the advance of civilisation 
throughout the world14’. Dickinson recalled the success of previous women’s franchise bills: 
‘in 1897 it was carried by a majority of seventy-one, 385 members having voted. In 1904 a 
resolution carried by a majority of 114’. He pointed out the similarities between his bill and 
those passed in the nineteenth century which entitled women to vote in elections for local 
government: ‘the bill contained the same words as were embodied in the act of 1869’. 
Dickinson called upon international examples to demonstrate how the women’s cause had 
advanced worldwide; Australia and New Zealand had accorded women the vote and nothing 
untoward had happened, the same applied to some states in the U.S. He recalled how the Boer 
women had fought hard during the Anglo-Boer wars and had shown that women could fight 
for their country if they needed to. He concluded that he only wanted the house to accept the 
principle that neither sex nor marriage should be a disqualification for the vote and that his bill 
was only ‘a step towards a larger and better franchise’.  
Campbell Bannerman acted as Dickinson’s seconder but was for all intents and 
purposes in opposition. He said that while he approved of the bill’s principles, he did not 
                                                             
13 Philip Snowden: An autobiography, pp 285.  
14 Speech by Willoughby Dickinson. HC Deb 08 March 1907. Vol 170 cc1103-1159. Hansard Parliamentary 
Debates. Volume 170.  
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approve of ‘this particular bill…it would enfranchise a small minority of well-to-do single 
women…but it would not touch the mass of working women…working men’s wives’.   
The Conservative MPs Whitehead and Bertram led the opposition to the Bill. They put 
forward the arguments the anti-suffragists would use for the next decade. They dismissed the 
importance of Australian and New Zealander women voting; they flatly denied Dickinson’s 
claim that there was a great demand for women’s suffrage among the people or MPs. The 
dissenting members agreed that a constitutional amendment of this magnitude ought to be 
delivered by the government and not through a Private Member’s Bill. They claimed that if 
women were to be enfranchised, adult suffrage would surely follow.   
Two MPs emerged as strong supporters for the women’s cause: Charles McLaren, the 
Liberal MP for Bosworth believed that the emergence of the Labour party had changed things; 
a new politics warranted new discussions. Philip Snowden was the other of Dickinson’s key 
supporters. He refuted Campbell Bannerman’s accusation that the Bill disproportionately 
enfranchised well-to-do women at the expense of the lower classes. He cited the results of a 
census he called when he had been Chairman of the Independent Labour Party. He defined the 
working class as ‘those who worked for wages, those domestically employed, and those who 
were supported by the earning of wage-earning children’15. According to this definition, 82.4% 
of women voters on the municipal register were classified as working class. Furthermore, he 
undermined the association between eligible voters and actual voting habits. According to 
Snowden, the Registration Acts had permitted the stay-at-home-sons of the well-to-do to vote 
but lodger votes had nonetheless declined in 1906 by 10%.  
Unfortunately for Dickinson and the suffragists the bill was talked out without a 
division.  In his diary entry Dickinson expressed his happiness with his own performance but 
                                                             
15 Speech by Philip Snowden. HC Deb 08 March 1907. Vol 170 cc1103-1159. 1131. Hansard Parliamentary 
Debates.  
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complained that the Speaker had backtracked on a promise to give the closure, ‘he evidently 
was afraid to do so. It is a pity as (we) saw there will be a great show’16. Snowden also 
lambasted the Speaker: ‘who carried buffoonery to the point of extremely bad taste’17. The bill 
may have failed to reach a division but it had received much attention and so bolstered the 
hopes of the women’s movement. The high attendance had given the suffragists inside and 
outside of parliament confidence that their cause had the potential to succeed. It marked the 
beginning of a long collaboration between Dickinson, the NUWSS, and MPs such as Snowden 
and McLaren. The debate also prodded Dickinson and his supporters into developing the 
content of their proposals.  
Next moves  
Later that year Dickinson presented another bill for women’s suffrage on August 14 th 190718. 
The bill’s supporters had almost doubled, from six to eleven, with some bigger parliamentary 
names among them. Phillip Snowden returned while Charles McLaren (Lib.) and Ramsay 
MacDonald (Lab.) were among those to add their names to the list. The supporters were all 
Liberal or Labour MPs The bill embodied a more comprehensive proposition. It pledged to 
enfranchise women on the same terms as men, ruled out disqualification through marriage, and 
promised to install a joint household suffrage whereby husband and wife would occupy as 
joint-occupiers and thus both possess a vote. Women were explicitly banned from casting 
plural votes. It contained a radical shift: moving from a property-based franchise with men as 
the head of the household to enfranchisement through the joint occupancy of husband and wife:  
For the purposes of this Act, a married woman who is living with her husband in a 
dwelling-house or lodgings for which the husband is entitled to be registered and to vote shall 
be deemed to be a joint inhabitant occupier as owner, tenant, or lodger of such dwelling-house 
or lodgings, and nothing contained in sections three and four of the Representation of the 
People Act, 1867 or section six subsection of the Parliamentary and Municipal Registration 
                                                             
16 Gloucester: Gloucestershire Archives. Dickinson Diaries. 3 March 1907. D6 F175/12 
17 P. Snowden: Philip Snowden. pp 285.  
18 House of Commons Parliamentary Papers Online. Women’s Enfranchisement (No. 2) Bill. 14 August 1907.  
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Act, 1878, shall be construed so as to prevent both husband and wife from being registered and 
voting as joint occupiers of such dwelling-house or lodgings.  
 The Bill did not make any further progress and the women’s cause had to wait until 
1908 for its next breakthrough.  
The Formation of the Men’s League for Women’s Suffrage 
The Men’s League for Women’s Suffrage (MLWS) was formed later that year. The MLWS 
transcended political boundaries and remained politically non-aligned19. It was a sober yet 
diverse organisation; a high proportion of the members were graduates. The President was the 
Conservative Earl Lytton and its membership included barristers, military men, and writers 
such as Laurence Housman, Henry Brailsford and Henry Nevinson. Among its members was 
a host of Liberal MPs: Dickinson, Leif Jones, Earl and Reverend R .J. Campbell20. Phillip 
Snowden was a member too. It was estimated that the majority of the league’s members were 
disgruntled Liberals who used it as outlet for their pro-suffragism21. It provided a safe arena 
for them to raise opposition to the Liberal party’s policies. They certainly succeeded in making 
themselves known; in January 1908 Asquith spoke at one of the league’s local associations and 
a fight broke out on stage.   
Dickinson took an active but conciliatory role in the MLWS’ activities. They held a 
great demonstration on December 17th 1907 at the Queen’s Hall in London. Men and women 
representatives from all of the suffrage societies were present. According to its chairman, Mr 
H Jacobs, it assembled a cross-party coalition of supporters ‘from the bluest Tory…to the 
reddest socialist’. A reporting paper described Dickinson as ‘the hero of the Women’s 
Enfranchisement Bill’. He spoke at some length to describe the league’s activities : ‘We are 
neither suffragettes nor suffragists. We content ourselves by appealing to man’s 
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thoughtfulness’. Dickinson then acknowledged the invaluable assistance given by women to 
parliamentary candidates during election times. In his peroration he proclaimed that ‘the 
Parliamentary franchise should be given to women on the same terms as it is or may be granted 
to men’22.  
The year had been a success for Dickinson. He had embedded himself in an influential 
network of supporters for women’s suffrage inside and outside of parliament. The debate on 
his bill’s second reading attracted much attention and the discussion helped him to introduce a 
meatier bill in August 1907.  
1908  
In 1908 he tried to keep the momentum building by reintroducing his bill but he just missed 
out on winning a place in any of the ballots in February. Dickinson piled the pressure onto 
Bannerman, arranging for deputations and signed memorials to be sent to him. The Prime 
Minister might not have been keen to embrace their cause but he did not reject it. Bannerman 
responded to say that ‘I will consider what you say and see if there is anything to be done but 
it is not an easy matter’23. The women’s cause was under active consideration by the Prime 
Minister.  
The parliamentary suffragists made a further breakthrough later in February when one 
of Dickinson’s contemporaries, Stanger, won in the ballot for bills and introduced a bill similar 
to Dickinson’s August 1907 bill. Francis Acland seconded it and Snowden thundered in to help 
again, making several lengthy speeches; Dickinson did not speak. The nature of the debate was 
very different, rather than discussing principles they discussed details and numbers. 
Dickinson’s addition of further details to the bill’s content had forced MPs to grapple with 
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practicalities rather than ideals. The pressing point was the number of women the bill 
enfranchised. This time the Speaker did call a division and the MPs voted in favour of the 
motion 271 to 92. To win a division on the topic was certainly a coup. The bill was committed 
to a committee for the whole house but disappeared. The prospects for women’s suffrage 
seemed bright.  
 The women’s parliamentary progress was derailed two months later. Due to his ailing 
health Henry Campbell-Bannerman resigned at the beginning of April, much to Dickinson’s 
dismay; ‘his removal from the leadership of the party is the end of all hope of real radical 
reform…his opinion guided the rest…now everything is in other hands but I am not caught up 
in lost battles’.24 Campbell-Bannerman was dead by the end of the month. Dickinson was 
distraught: ‘as much as a loss of liberalism, and to humanity, and to me more than I can say’.  
Herbert Asquith, a known anti-suffragist, replaced Campbell-Bannerman as Liberal 
party leader and Prime Minister. He offered Dickinson a government position if he agreed to 
abandon his support for women’s suffrage, which Dickinson refused25. Dickinson consequently 
tasked himself with other parliamentary engagements: He served on the committees that 
considered the National Health Insurance bill, the Plural Voting bill, and the British Nationality 
bill. He helped to move the London Elections bill, an attempt to reform the London electoral 
register and franchise that was rejected by the Lords. Its failure substantiated his belief that 
there was a need for comprehensive electoral reform26.  He continued to speak to women’s 
suffrage societies but seemingly dedicated himself to other concerns.   
The women’s franchise movement failed to get any real traction behind it for the rest 
of the year. Relations between Asquith and Dickinson were not as warm as they had been 
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between Dickinson and Bannerman. Dickinson invited Asquith to address the London Liberal 
Federation (of which he was still chair) at the beginning of 1909 but perhaps with the 
recollection of the fight at the MLWS still fresh in his mind, Asquith declined27. Dickinson 
reintroduced his bill again in 1909 but it was not called any further forward and his next major 
intervention in the women’s suffrage campaign was not to come until the next parliament.  
Conclusion 
Dickinson had by now firmly established himself at the forefront of the parliamentary 
campaign for women’s suffrage and was gathering other supporters alongside him. The content 
of his proposals had advanced substantially, from an initial focus on the extension of individual 
rights and liberties to one based on joint suffrage. This moved the debate on from principles to 
details. He had demonstrated that he could cooperate alongside members from other parties 
and was prepared to adapt his proposals to the various sentiments surrounding the issue. 
Dickinson’s staunchest opposition was his own party leader, Asquith. 
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Chapter Three: Dickinson’s second and third parliaments (1910-1914).  
The Liberals were re-elected in the January 1910 General Election with a slender majority of 
three. In order to pass legislation they were dependent on the support of the Labour and Irish 
Nationalist parties. In the build up to the election Asquith had announced that a Liberal 
government intended to introduce a reform bill to update the franchise. The bill was to be drawn 
up in such a way for amendments to be added to it1. If a women’s amendment were introduced, 
Asquith swore to leave it to a free vote in the House of Commons. And if it were carried, he 
promised that the government would give the bill a slot in the parliamentary schedule, referred 
to as ‘facilities’. But before the end of the year the government plans were temporally derailed 
after the House of Lords vetoed a finance bill. The Liberals called another election to gain a 
mandate to reform the House of Lords. By the time of the December 1910 election, the Liberal 
party’s women supporters were growing impatient; Walter McLaren a Liberal MP whose wife 
was an executive member of the Women’s Liberal Federation, informed the Liberal Party’s 
Chief Whip, the Master of Elibank, that losing the women was not a viable option if the party 
wanted to win any further elections2. Shortly afterwards, Asquith reiterated his earlier pledge 
to provide facilities to a successful women’s bill in the next parliament.  The Liberals emerged 
from the December 1910 election with even fewer seats than before. They were now tied with 
the Conservatives on 272 seats apiece, and were thus even more dependent on the support of 
Irish National and Labour MPs.  
Conciliation Bill  
The supporters of the women’s cause decided not to wait for the government’s promised 
franchise reform bill. In March 1910 Henry Brailsford, a journalist who had once been a Liberal 
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but had since joined the ILP, and was a member of the Men’s League for Women’s Suffrage, 
approached Millicent Fawcett with a proposal to convene a Conciliation Committee3.  Its 
purpose was to deliver a proposal agreeable to both Conservatives and Liberals which could 
be successfully introduced in the Commons4. Brailsford thought that the best chance for 
success was a bill along the lines of the municipal qualification: he thought the Liberals would 
accept it due its omission of the freeholder, property and plural votes; whereas the 
Conservatives would accept it because it did not enfranchise married women5.  Lord Lytton, a 
Conservative Peer whose sister was a well-known suffragette, became the committee’s 
Chairman. Philip Snowden was one of the members. It is unclear if Dickinson was a member 
or not, but given his proximity to several of the attendees it is almost certain that he was kept 
informed of its progress.    
The Conciliation Bill passed its first reading on 14 June 1910 and was reintroduced for 
its second reading less than a month later on July 11th by David Shackleton. In the debate that 
followed, Churchill, Lloyd George and Asquith teamed up to discredit the bill. Asquith berated 
it as a ‘half-hearted and unstable compromise’6. They were concerned that it would tip the 
franchise, already seen as favourable to the Conservative party, even further away from the 
Liberals. Philip Snowden defended the bill again, deploying a similar set of statistics to those 
he had quoted in the 1907 debate. Responding to accusations from the Liberal leadership that 
the measure would only enfranchise wealthy women, Snowden emphasised that 94% of women 
occupiers in London belonged to the working-class. 7 The bill passed by 299 to 189 but was 
then sent to a committee of the whole house from which it never reappeared.  
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Probably in an attempt to appease the concerns of his fellow party members, on 5 April 
1911 Dickinson introduced a bill of his own to enfranchise married women as joint occupiers8. 
Doubtless intended to attract more Liberals to the cause, it included several other caveats, such 
as to prevent plural voting. It was estimated to add around 6,000,000 women to the electorate. 
Both the NUWSS and Conciliation Committee opposed Dickinson’s plan because they feared 
that MPs would never approve a broader enfranchisement than the Conciliation Bill9.  His 
intervention sowed further division among supporters of women’s suffrage as there were now 
at least three separate proposals for the form it should take: the Conciliation Committee’s, 
Dickinson’s, and Adult suffrage. While some devoted supporters of the cause would back each 
one of the proposals, others divided into separate camps.  Dickinson’s bill was due for its 
second reading on May 5th but he did not present it. He appears to have given way for  George 
Kemp to reintroduce the Conciliation Bill instead, which was passed 255 to 88. The low turnout 
for Kemp’s bill is said to have indicated that it was not taken too seriously, which seems odd 
as it had only seventeen fewer supporters than there were Liberal MPs10 (272).  The successful 
division in their favour thrilled the women’s movements. Fawcett wrote: ‘it really is quite 
glorious and I feel we are nearing the end of our long fight.11 
Nevertheless, the success of Kemp’s bill had exposed a division in the cabinet between 
pro and anti-suffragists. Asquith, Lloyd George and Churchill were opposed to the Conciliation 
bill, whereas others such as Haldane and John Simon were in favour. The cabinet postponed a 
decision on what to do with the Conciliation Bill while two cabinet members, John Simon and 
Pease, beavered away on a general bill to overhaul the electoral franchise and register12. On 
May 29th Lloyd George informed the Commons that the further progression of the Conciliation 
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bill would be delayed until the next  year13. In June, Asquith pledged to provide it with the 
facilities needed for its progression14. The women’s movement was emboldened with this 
admission from the Prime Minister and arranged a series of processions through London to 
celebrate the progress of their cause.    
In November members of the Cabinet informed a deputation of leading figures from 
the women’s cause including Arthur Henderson and Mrs Francis Acland that the government 
would introduce a franchise and registration bill, which the suffragists could add an amendment 
to15. On paper it was an attractive opportunity as it enabled them to swap a Private Member’s 
bill for a government supported one. They were told that the Conciliation bill would follow the 
Reform bill, providing two opportunities for a vote. However, this pledge was reneged upon in 
1912 and the Conciliation Bill was presented first.   
The WSPU was less impressed and interpreted Asquith’s pledge as a betrayal; to which 
they responded by declaring an all-out war on the government. They were not the first 
organisation to turn their backs upon the Conciliation Committee. Asquith’s intervention had 
troubled the Conservatives, who had supported a non-partisan measure for a small 
enfranchisement, not a large one designed by and for the Liberals. 16 Nevertheless the NUWSS 
believed the Conservatives would continue to support the Conciliation Bill and Dickinson’s 
amendment (sometime referred to as the ‘Norwegian’ amendment in reference to Norway’s 
enfranchisement of men and women as joint householders) to the Reform Bill.  
Optimism for the suffragist cause did not last for long. In March 1912 the suffragettes 
of the WSPU committed a spate of militant acts, damaging the reputation of the women’s cause 
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in the eyes of MPs17. By now the NUWSS had also lost the support of the Irish nationalists, 
who had their own ambitions for a Home Rule bill, which they were no longer prepared to 
sacrifice parliamentary time for to the women18. Another compounding factor was that several 
Labour party members, who were pledged to support the bill, were absent due to a series of 
strikes in their constituencies. When the Conciliation Bill was presented in the commons on 
March 28th  1912 it was rejected 228 to 208. Having spent over two year’s working on the bill, 
the women’s movement took its rejection as a bitter blow. Leslie Hume believes it destroyed 
the chance of a non-party solution: the Conciliation committee broke up and the NUWSS began 
to divert its support to the Labour party19. 
Franchise Bill   
The cabinet pushed ahead with its intention to bring forward the Franchise bill. The cabinet 
was eager to minimise disruptions as it had to be passed ahead of the expected General Election 
in January in 1915. They felt their success depended on the house of commons not approving 
an amendment for women’s suffrage.  
Dickinson re-entered the fray ahead of the Franchise bill. He was involved with a 
committee formed by the NUWSS — the Consultative Committee for Women’s Suffrage, 
which drafted a proposal for amendments to be added to the Franchise bill on behalf of women. 
The committee reformulated the content of his bill from August as an amendment. A memo 
entitled ‘the enfranchisement of women’ was circulated to MPs ahead of the bill’s expected 
committee stage on January 24th 191720. In it MPs were urged to consider four likely 
amendments: The first amendment, later referred to as Grey’s amendment, was supported by a 
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cross-party coalition: Edward Grey, Lyttelton, Henderson, Henry McLaren, Dickinson and 
Robert Cecil. Its intention was to open up the board by removing the restriction of the 
parliamentary vote to males. Three further amendments were mooted: Henderson’s, 
Dickinson’s and Lyttelton’s.   
 Arthur Henderson’s amendment was for adult suffrage, it was predicted to enfranchise 
twenty-two million voters. Dickinson’s amendment proposed to enfranchise ‘every woman 
over 25 years of age who occupies a dwelling-house in her own right or as the wife of a male 
occupier. The intention is to give the vote to female heads of households. It is estimated that 
this plan will enfranchise about six million women’. Should Dickinson’s amendment fail too, 
Lyttelton was poised to table an amendment of his own, which was the same measure as the 
Conciliation Bill — “women who have the vote for all municipal purposes”. It was expected 
to enfranchise one and a half million women “…of whom very few will be married women”.  
The memorandum concluded with a detailed explanation of Dickinson’s amendment. 
It had been:  
 ‘carefully worded so as to confer the franchise upon women who possess the ordinary 
well-known “dwelling house” qualification under which hitherto the majority of male 
householders have obtained their vote. The words “inhabitant occupier as owner or tenant of a 
dwelling house” are taken from Section 3 (2) of the Representation of the People Act 1867 and 
in practice they have enfranchised the head of a family or the chief person in a household’.  
 
 It explained that extra words had to be added in order for women to qualify through 
her husband’s tenancy, enabling the suffrage to be granted to all female heads of families. The 
scheme was expected to enfranchise ‘one half of the adult women in the country, and since 
there is no limitation as to the value of the qualifying dwelling-house the female voters will be 
found amongst all grades of the community’. It provided for ‘an adequate and fair 
representation of womanhood’, whilst simultaneously ensuring a ‘stable electorate’, 
enfranchising ‘women with settled homes, families and interests’. The proposal also opined 
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that Dickinson’s amendment should be broad enough to settle the issue for the foreseeable 
future. It ended: ‘we respectfully urge upon all those who favour the principle of women’s 
suffrage to vote for Mr Dickinson’s amendment’.  
Dickinson’s proposal was seized upon by Conservative suffragists. Robert Cecil and 
Lord Selborne both wrote to William Bull in the run up to the introduction of the Franchise 
Bill to discuss how they could best levy support for it. Cecil dismissed Henderson’s 
amendments as ‘practically adult suffrage…very few unionists will support it. I certainly shall 
not’.21 He was far keener on Dickinson’s amendment to enfranchise householders and their 
wives:  
 “As a mere party matter the Norwegian amendment would probably be the best. 
Married women will as a rule vote with their husbands which would mean that the married man 
would in effect have two votes. This, I expect, would result in a great increase in the 
conservative forces of the country as I believe it has happened in Belgium”.   
 
 Selborne was more forthright. He saw the forthcoming Franchise Bill as a disaster 
waiting to happen for the Conservatives unless it could be tempered through the inclusion of 
women. He was alarmed that ‘it will add to the electorate a vast number of men without any 
stake in the country and inexperienced boys. Many Unionists, of whom I am one, have long 
desired to see women rate-payers included in any extension of the franchise…’ Selborne’s 
preferred option was the Conciliation amendment but he doubted it would carry22. Instead he 
urged that:  
 the bill would be improved and its dangers lessened if the Dickinson amendment was 
passed…my point is that these are all women who have a real stake in the country and whose 
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instincts are conservative in the national sense of the word. They would, if included, prove a 
very real counterbalance to the votes of the stakeless men and callow youths’.  
Lord Lytton informed the NUWSS that he had successfully persuaded Conservatives 
to back Dickinson’s amendment.23 Robert Cecil was not optimistic about the Franchise Bill’s 
chances of success but blamed the prime minister’s opposition rather than his party’s. Bull then 
circulated a memo to Conservative MPs asking them to come and support Grey’s amendment24. 
Two Conservative MPs had agreed to speak in favour of Dickinson’s amendment; John 
Rolleston and E.A Goulding25. Cecil’s scepticism proved well-founded. Once the amendments 
to the Franchise bill had been tabled, the Speaker deemed that they fundamentally altered the 
nature of the bill and they should be withdrawn if it was to continue. Asquith responded by 
withdrawing the entire bill.  
The monumental change to the franchise that nobody noticed  
Buried amidst the political toing and froing of 1910 to 1913 was one change to the franchise 
that had been largely overlooked. In 1911 the Court of Appeals reversed a previous decision 
on ‘latchkey voters’. Following the ruling, lodgers who had their own key to a door were 
permitted to be considered as householders. Though there are no figures, the measure can be 
understood to have increased the franchise considerably, yet it was never mentioned in any of 
the subsequent parliamentary debates on the issue. For instance, the document that was 
circulated to MPs ahead of the Reform bill in support of Dickinson’s amendment equated the 
inhabitant occupier as a synonym for ‘the head of a family or the chief person in a household’. 
This was now patently untrue as the occupier status included lodgers. The politicians who 
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advocated the enfranchisement of home occupiers were legislating for a far larger expansion 
of the suffrage than they realised.  
Failure of the Franchise Bill and its aftermath 
In spite of their failure Sandra Holton believes the Conciliation bills had served a useful 
purpose; they caused some within the cabinet to consider how the matter might be resolved, 
and ‘precipitated the government’s introduction of its own manhood-suffrage Reform Bill…the 
cause of franchise reform prepared the way for an effective suffrage-labour alliance, an alliance 
that ensured the inclusion of women in any future reform bill’26. Leslie Hume agreed that the 
failure of the Conciliation Bill heralded the beginning of the women shifting their alliance with 
the Liberals  to Labour27  Pugh reckoned that Asquith never intended for the Franchise to pass 
and merely used it as an expedient to torpedo the Women’s bill. One point that is agreed upon 
is that the failure of the Conciliation and Franchise bills heralded the end of a collaboration 
between the Liberals and the NUWSS. By 1912 the NUWSS was well on its way to cross the 
floor to the Labour party. Walter McLaren had earlier predicted that this would have potentially 
disastrous consequences for the Liberals.  
Dickinson’s diversion: Stemming the NUWSS’ drift towards the Labour Party  
Dickinson had spent six years earnestly campaigning on behalf of women for their right to vote 
but had failed to make a breakthrough. The failures of the Franchise Reform and Conciliation 
Bills had dismayed the women’s societies. They recognised that only a government-sponsored 
bill for women’s suffrage was likely to pass, yet doubted that the Liberal party’s leadership 
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was ever going to support their cause28. The NUWSS changed its strategy accordingly and 
opted only to support bills backed by the government, rather than by private members29.    
In 1912 Henry Brailsford, the instigator of the Conciliation Committee, had touted a 
potential partnership between the NUWSS and the Labour Party30. Previously, the Labour 
Party had had a pact with the WSPU but this had ended in 1907. The alliance was attractive to 
the Labour Party due to the weakness of its election machinery and its lack of funding31. In 
comparison  the NUWSS had local branches all over the country, a widely-read newspaper and 
over 100,000  members. Keir Hardie, Arthur Henderson and Ramsay MacDonald confirmed in 
a meeting with the NUWSS that their party remained wedded to the cause of women’s suffrage 
and an alliance was born32. Millicent Fawcett had pledged the NUWSS to support the Labour 
Party at the next General Election33. The NUWSS created an Election Fighting Fund to assist 
Labour candidates in by-elections. The women of the NUWSS proved to be effective political 
campaigners for the Labour Party. The Labour party hailed their impact, calling them ‘the most 
effective regiments in the army of Labour’34. Sandra Holton believes that the formation of an 
alliance with the Labour through the EFF was critical for the success of the women’s suffrage 
movement. It enabled the women’s movement to exert enough pressure on the Liberals for the 
cabinet to take them seriously35: ‘through the fund, women’s suffragists became deeply 
involved not only in campaigning for Labour candidates, but also in helping to build an 
independent election machinery with which the Labour Party might better challenge the 
Liberals'36.   
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Several of Dickinson’s contemporaries from the Men’s League for Women’s Suffrage 
were among the committee members of the EFF: Henry Brailsford, Lytton, Israel Zangwill and 
Laurence Muriel. Through them he was no kept doubt informed of their activities, but even if 
he was not updated via his male comrades, the EFF certainly did let him know what they were 
up to and occasionally asked him for advice. For instance in November 1913 the EFF sent 
Dickinson an update of their work for women’s suffrage37. Through its campaigning and 
electioneering, the EFF had developed a formidable amount of electoral data. They enclosed 
an enormous dossier containing the work they had compiled on the voting pledges and habits 
of all the London MPs. They also kept Dickinson updated as to the work they were doing in 
the constituencies. The Labour Party was growing as a force ahead of the next election and 
Dickinson knew this as well as any Liberal. He was well aware of the growing electoral threat 
the NUWSS’ alliance with Labour posed to the Liberals and knew that the women’s movement 
had grown increasingly disillusioned with his party. He decided to spend 1913 and 1914 
working with the women’s movement but under a different guise —of trying to prevent their 
decampment to the Labour party.  
1913 Bill  
Only a few months after the collapse of the Franchise bill Dickinson introduced another bill 
for Women’s Suffrage in April 191338. Its content was almost identical to his touted 
amendment to the Franchise bill, though this time without the restrictions on plural voting. The 
proposed bill was never likely to attract the cabinet’s support, for it contained a measure 
Asquith had opposed on the grounds that it would benefit the Conservatives — a limited form 
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of Women’s Suffrage — without any corresponding benefit for the Liberals, such as the 
removal of plural voting.  
Dickinson’s bill was debated on a second reading. In the build up to it he had to make 
do without the support of the NUWSS, who had vowed not to support any more Private 
Members’ bills. He was supported by some of his other former allies, including a raft of 
political heavyweights: Phillip Snowden, Henry McLaren and Arthur Henderson. For the first 
time Conservative MPs sponsored one of Dickinson’s bills: Henry Cavendish-Bendinck, 
whose relation Ruth Mary Cavendish-Bentinck was a suffragette, and John Rolleston, who had 
been prepared to support his amendment to the Franchise Bill.  
Dickinson’s took a more consensus-seeking approach to the debate than before. He 
dropped the ideological arguments based on the association between Liberalism and progress.  
Instead he appropriated arguments that the Conservatives had used in previous debates, such 
as the need for women to have the franchise in order for them to participate in domestic 
legislation39. Dickinson predicted that if the argument were not settled and only a marginal 
number of women were admitted to the franchise, then the debate would rumble inexorably on 
like the debates over the Great Reform Acts of the nineteenth century had done. Dickinson’s 
peroration highlighted the growing public and political acceptance of women’s suffrage: 
 ‘Three of the last four prime ministers have been for it, the PM’s closest lieutenants 
are for it (Edward Grey, the Foreign secretary; and Lloyd George, the Chancellor), 211 out of 
250 provincial papers are for it, 182 popularly elected bodies and 1500 organised societies’.  
 
 Dickinson’s utilisation of Conservative arguments was an understandable tactic given 
the lukewarm support some of his own party members had shown to the women’s cause.  Henry 
Cavendish-Bentinck seconded the resolution. He argued that women had become important 
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figures in the country’s economy and had earned the right to vote through their work: ‘The 
industrial development of this country has transformed the status of women40’. 
Asquith and Walter Long both spoke in the debate, against the bill. They regurgitated  
the arguments used against the Conciliation Bill, arguing that it was improper to only 
enfranchise a few women and that the fair solution was Adult Suffrage. Asquith then criticised 
Dickinson for not introducing such a bill41. Dickinson meekly replied that he had put the bill 
forward not as a compromise but as a step towards full suffrage. Asquith beat him down and 
instructed the Liberal whip to go against the bill. It was rejected by 219 to 266. The Irish MPs 
had voted against it again and some Labour MPs were absent. Numerous Liberals opposed it. 
However, a substantial number of Unionists supported it. Dickinson’s failure to shore up the 
Liberal vote can be attributed to the NUWSS’ absence. Their campaign techniques had been 
instrumental for holding Liberal MPs to their pledges in previous divides. Despite the lack of 
support from his own party or the NUWSS, Dickinson’s bill had come very close. The number 
of MPs who voted for it demonstrated the strong sentiment for women’s suffrage in the house. 
The support from the Conservatives indicated that Dickinson had learned how to broker cross-
party agreement on the issue.  
Dickinson admitted afterwards in his diary entry that he had never expected the bill to 
succeed. He almost certainly introduced the bill in an attempt to demonstrate to the women’s 
movement that they still had friends in the Liberals. Shortly after the defeat of the bill he sent 
letters to Catherine Marshall and Augusta Harrington of the NUWSS;  
our objective now must be to force Women’s Suffrage on to the Liberal Party…all the 
Liberals want is what Mr Asquith said would turn the scale…real demand from women… the 
Liberal Party, weak though it be on the question at the moment, is the only machine that can 
achieve this reform42.   
                                                             
40 HC Deb 05 May 1913 vol 52 cc1704-819. 1716. Hansard Online.  
41 HC Deb 06 May 1913 vol  52 cc1887-2005. 1909. Hansard Online.  
42 London: LSE. Letters to Mrs Harrington and Miss Marshall. 13-31 May 1913. 2LSW/C/8/08/1. 
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The letter’s closing line was a thinly-veiled attempt to win the NUWSS away from 
Labour’s breast. Unfortunately the women’s response has not survived, if there was one. It 
would be intriguing to know what they made of his request for them to demonstrate ‘real 
demand’. The failure of his bill may only have cemented the NUWSS’ feeling that their 
salvation was not to be found in the Liberal party.  That certainly seemed to be the case a few 
days later, when the Liberal Women’s Federation convened for its annual meeting on 8 May 
1913. There it was announced that women were leaving the federation in scores in response to 
the government’s perceived betrayal of their cause43.   
Dickinson’s 1913-14 speaking tour  
There was a dawning realisation among the Liberals that the women were vital for a successful 
election campaign. The Liberal Women’s Review quoted that ‘One of the Best and most 
experienced agents the Liberal Party has ever had, the late Mr. Nash, said that the Party that 
gave Suffrage to women would be in power for twenty years’.44 Dickinson had known this for 
some time, in 1907 he had told a meeting of the MLWS that that no gentleman could expect to 
win power without the assistance of the woman canvasser45.  
To win back the women’s support Dickinson went on a speaking tour and made 
speeches to women’s societies up and down the country. In the notes he made before addressing 
one society on December 12th 1913, Dickinson’s recorded the difficulties he had in finding new 
arguments for how Women’s Suffrage could be achieved46. He eventually argued that the 
women’s cause had to find support amongst men, the electorate, rather than MPs. Dickinson 
said men drew their legitimacy as voters from the principle that every man had the right to a 
                                                             
43 London: LMA. Votes for Women Newspaper. 09/05/1913. F/DCK/52/14. London Metropolitan Archives.  
44 London: LMA.  The Liberal Women’s Review. July 1914. Page 10. F/DCK/24/4  
45 London: LMA. Report of a speech by Dickinson. 1907. A newspaper clipping. F/DCK/18/1 
46 London: LMA. Speeches to Women’s Societies. F/DCK/24/5.  
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voice in the affairs of the state. Therefore he urged women to convince men of the basic 
principles on which the claim rests : ‘I am sure men will not accept WS until they accept this 
view of the vote’. He urged his audience that their hope was best placed in the Liberal party. 
Liberalism, he said, with its emphasis on reason and progress, was the only viable vehicle for 
Women’s Suffrage. He proceeded to damn the Conservatives with faint praise: ‘the 
Conservative family has carried reform, but only after acception by the Liberals’, but did not 
mention the Labour party. On one occasion he made a direct appeal on behalf of the Liberals: 
‘I do not speak as a party man. But I say you will never get WS unless you get the Liberal party 
behind you’. Elsewhere his approach was more subtle; rather than pledge that the Liberal party 
would enfranchise women — a difficult promise to make given Asquith’s broken pledges — 
he tried to persuade his audiences that their best option was to convert men to the merits of 
Liberalism. It was a clever strategy for if the women believed him, they would have had an 
indirect incentive to work on behalf of the Liberals at the next election. We cannot be sure if 
the women did believe Dickinson but his tour maintained his high profile.  
Conclusion 
The support for  Dickinson’s amendment from Conservative suffragists such as Selborne and 
Cecil reveals that the NUWSS and other supporters of women’s suffrage had laboured under a 
false belief — that cross-party support for women’s suffrage would only support a narrow 
increase along the lines of the Conciliation bill.  Dickinson’s amendment was intended to 
appease the concerns of those Liberal MPs who were concerned about a narrow 
enfranchisement of women that would favour the Conservatives, hence its emphasis on the 
inclusion of all classes of women. For the same reason it appealed to Labour MPs, though they 
were pledged to support all measures for women’s suffrage anyway. Conservatives were lured 
in by the amendment’s focus on the cherished role of the household, stability and a means of 
preventing more radical reforms in future. As Cecil and Selborne’s correspondence with Bull 
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indicated, some senior Conservatives thought that the bill even packed electoral advantages for 
them. The introduction of an age-limit of 25 further reassured MPs that men would remain as 
the dominant sex on the franchise. By 1913 Dickinson’s manoeuvres had forged a fledgling 
cross-party compromise on the issue of women’s suffrage on a broader scale than previously 
anticipated. His knowledge of the franchise, his cross party network and first-hand experience 
of the respective party sentiments on the issue enabled him to propose a solution which 
appealed to MPs from the three main British parties. Dickinson’s amendment had provided a 
template for his fellow suffragist politicians among the Conservative party to win over their 
colleagues.   
Dickinson might have failed in his attempts to keep the women on board for the Liberals 
but he did succeed in maintaining good relations with them, which were to prove vital later on. 
Following their successive disappointments,  he was one of the few Liberal MPs the women’s 
movement trusted. He had developed arguments capable of winning Conservative support for 
women’s suffrage and had built a cross-party network, containing influential Conservatives 
and Labour MPs. Asquith remained the greatest obstacle to his ambitions.  
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Chapter 4. The Speaker’s Conference and Dickinson’s Downfall  
The Speaker’s Conference  
Parliamentary business was interrupted by the outbreak of World War One. In 1915 Asquith 
formed a cross-party coalition to conduct the business of wartime government. Two of 
Dickinson’s old allies, Arthur Henderson and Robert Cecil became cabinet members. Yet by 
1916 the parliament was in its sixth year and was due to expire by the end of December. To 
run an election during the war, when dissatisfaction with the war effort was at a peak, was seen 
as a dangerous distraction and no party was certain of a result in its favour1. The viability of 
calling an election was further inhibited by the absence of the men who were abroad fighting, 
as the electoral register’s residency requirement would have ruled many of them ineligible to 
vote. Pressure mounted that if the register were to be updated, the franchise should be 
considered too and there was general agreement that the electoral system needed an update2. 
Various schemes to do so were flouted but no agreement was reached. Dickinson was tracking 
events and dismissed the proposed reforms as ‘quite unworkable’.3    
In June 1916 the Unionist and Liberal War Committee pledged its support to a bill for 
the enfranchisement of all soldiers and sailors who had seen service during the war. The 
women’s societies picked up on the news that some sort of reform bill might be in the offing 
and inundated Dickinson with letters soliciting his advice. The NUWSS warned him that an 
extension of the franchise to men without a similar gesture towards women would be grossly 
unfair and that it might foreclose further reform for the foreseeable future. Margaret Llewellyn 
Davies, General Secretary of the Cooperative Women’s Guild, asked him to sign a petition to 
Asquith, calling for the enactment of adult suffrage, which he duly did4. The WSPU sent 
                                                             
1 Martin Pugh. Electoral Reform in War and Peace. Pp 64 
2 Martin Pugh. Ibid, pp 62  
3 Martin Pugh. Ibid, pp 68 
4 London: LMA. Letter from Margaret Llewellyn Davies. 8 July 1916. F/DCK/52/21/1.  
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Dickinson two letters urging the government to consider the inclusion of women to the 
franchise. One was a generic letter sent to all MPs reminding them of the case for women’s 
suffrage. The WSPU’s other letter was personally addressed to Dickinson:  
‘They would be glad if you could assure them that the many pledges given in the past 
have a chance of being redeemed now that the fact that a coalition government is in office 
removes the possibility of “party splits” on this question’.5  
 
    Their letters revealed that the women’s suffrage societies were not convinced that 
women’s suffrage would be adopted or even put on the agenda in any forthcoming electoral 
reform. They continued to urge Dickinson to support their cause. Cecil and Henderson 
threatened to resign from the Cabinet if the enfranchisement of women was not discussed as 
part of the reform6.  
On August 16th Dickinson chaired an informal conference at the House of Commons 
for supporters of the women’s cause. Suffragist MPs and the leaders of the various women’s 
suffrage societies were present. The MPs believed that support for women’s suffrage had made 
a great step in advance during the war7. John Simon suggested appointing a committee to 
consider electoral reform including women. The conference agreed to Simon’s proposal and 
urged him to speak with Asquith. On the same day, Asquith made a speech in which he touted 
the idea of a cross-party conference to secure agreement on electoral reform8. Walter Long, a 
previous opponent of women’s suffrage who was at that time the minister for the Local 
Government Board and was determined to update the ‘absurd, cumbersome, and ridiculous 
registration laws’, picked up the idea and convened what became known as the Speaker’s 
Conference9.   
                                                             
5 London. LMA. Letter from F. Houghton (WSPU). 27 May 1916. F/DCK/52/21/3.  
6 M. Pugh. Electoral Reform, pp 63. 
7 London: LSE. Report of Conference in House of Commons. 18 Aug. 1916. 7MGF/A/1/122. 
8 M. Pugh. Electoral Reform, pp 63.   
9 M. Pugh. ibid, pp 68.  
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On October 3rd, 1916, Long sent Dickinson an invitation to participate in the 
conference. The brief it contained asked the members to deliberate on four areas of reform: the 
franchise, a redistribution of seats, the electoral register, and the methods of election10.  Asquith 
had outmanoeuvred the campaign for women’s suffrage since he had become Prime Minister 
in 1908, and there was no guarantee that the opposition of Asquith and other anti-suffragists 
could be overcome this time around11. In order for a proposal to be passed by the Commons, 
the conference had to toe a narrow line: too broad and it would alienate the Tories, too narrow 
and it would lose the Liberals. The conference had 32 participants. Among them were some 
fellow suffragists. John Simon had been a cabinet member until January and his support for the 
cause has already been referenced. William Bull was a prominent member of the Conservative 
and Unionist Women’s Franchise Association. But Dickinson’s old allies from his 1907 and 
1913 bills did not attend. Phillip Snowden had by this point fallen out with both William Bull, 
Robert Cecil and a host of other MPs. Long would have had good reason to judge Snowden 
too abrasive a character for the spirit of conciliation required to make the conference a success.  
Before the conference was due to begin, Dickinson published an article in the 
Contemporary Review12. In it he argued for the current method of registration to be replaced 
with one continuously updated by an independent national agency, rather than by party agents. 
He suggested an age-limit as a way of limiting the number of women who could vote, 
preserving the majority of men. Dickinson argued that women’s war-time work had deemed 
them worthy of the vote and that ‘there is no political party which, as a whole party, opposes 
the extension of the suffrage to women’. All that was left to be decided was ‘the best method 
by which the will of the people can be ascertained’. Dickinson said that due to the new register 
                                                             
10 London: LMA. Letter from Walter Long. 03 Oct. 1916. F/DCK/52/16/3.  
11 B. Harrison. Separate Spheres: the opposition to women’s suffrage in Britain. (London, 1978), pp 20.  
12 London: LMA. W.H. Dickinson. Parliamentary Franchise: the present and future position. Contemporary 
Review. October 1916. F/DCK/26/2.  
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it was no longer possible to discriminate against members based on property qualifications. 
The last few lines contained a plea to MPs to put no obstacles in the way of reform.  
Conference begins 
The conference began meeting in October. The Speaker of the house, James Lowther, was its 
chair. Lowther had twice thwarted Dickinson’s suffragist ambitions. In 1907 he had refused to 
give Dickinson’s bill the closure and in 1913 he had ruled out amendments to the Franchise 
bill. Lowther’s appointment did not bode well for the women’s cause.  
The conference began by discussing the other topics to be addressed. They postponed 
discussion of the women’s issue until January. In December Dickinson and John Simon held a 
meeting with Millicent Fawcett to discuss their strategy. She reported afterwards that 
Dickinson and Simon ‘thought there was little or no chance of Adult Suffrage being 
recommended by the Conference and that for the Adultists to even press for it would risk the 
loss of even a general recommendation for women’s suffrage in any form’13. The women 
present objected but talk then turned to resolving the problem posed by the imbalance of men 
over women. ‘There was a general agreement that raising the voting age for women was the 
least objectionable way of reducing the number of women’. They agreed that the MPs should 
first attempt to secure an agreement on the general principle of women’s suffrage, and then 
introduce various methods of achieving it.  
Fawcett concluded the memorandum with a note that Dickinson had written to her 
afterwards requesting that Lady Selborne ‘should try to see Sir William Bull and urge him to 
bring forward a definite scheme for women’s suffrage at the conference…this would have a 
                                                             
13 London: LSE. Memorandum on conversation at 36 Eccleston Square. 15 Dec. 1916.  Present were: Mrs 
Fawcett, Sir John Simon, Willoughby Dickinson, Henry Nevinson, Mary McArthur and Miss Courtney.  
7/MGF/A/1/128. 
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better chance of being carried than anything proposed by the Liberal members’. Fawcett noted 
that she had passed his advice onto Lady Selborne.   
10th January.  
Unfortunately the conference did not have an official agenda, nor was an official report 
issued afterwards. Therefore historians have had to rely on the few accounts published 
afterwards by those present. William Bull’s diary records that the conference discussed 
Women’s suffrage for the first time in a four hour long sitting on January 10th14. Dickinson’s 
handwritten notes recorded what they discussed. First they divided on whether or not they 
should discuss women’s suffrage, which was approved 18 to 4. The next question was on 
whether or not women should attain the franchise on the same basis as men, which was 
rejected 10 to 12. Dickinson then wrote down ‘that women over 25 should have the franchise’ 
but it seems no divide was called and they broke up for the next day15.  
They resumed voting the next day. The notes do not recall who proposed what. The 
first question was whether or not there should be separate parliamentary and local 
government registers. Ten voted for two, eight voted for one. The next question was: ‘when 
husband and wife live together (in any premises)…of which one or the other is the occupier, 
both shall have the vote’. Nine members voted for this, eight voted against it. They then 
proceeded with another two votes on what age limit should be introduced, as it was generally 
agreed that women voters should not outnumber men, a problem exacerbated by the number 
of war deaths. They could not decide whether the age restriction should be set at 30 or 35. 
Nevertheless, with this vote, the conference had agreed upon a proposal for women’s 
suffrage. 
                                                             
14 Cambridge: Churchill College Archives. William Bull Paper. Pocket diary for 1917. BULL 6/5.  
15 London: LMA. Dickinson’s handwritten notes from the Speaker’s Conference. F/DCK/52/23a.  
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The voting figures are particularly revealing. The conference had 32 members but 
only 17 voted in the final divide on women’s suffrage. 18 voted in the divide on the local and 
parliamentary franchises, and 22 had voted in the first divide the day before. The voting 
figures suggest that abstainers were as valuable to the outcome as actual votes.   
Winning the support of the masses, and MPs.  
Dickinson later recorded a different version of events, and it his later version of events that 
has been accepted as the official one. In 1918 Dickinson wrote an account of the Speaker’s 
conference, which he later repeated on several occasions, such as in the Catholic Citizen just 
before he died in 194316. In this version Dickinson said there were only three steps, one to 
approve the general principle, the second to reject adult suffrage, the third was his winning 
proposal. It would not be unreasonable to suggest that Dickinson rewrote the account to 
glorify his role in proceedings, but it is likely that another member of the conference would 
have exposed him if his account had been wildly inaccurate. Martin Pugh’s research has 
found that the various accounts written by the members corroborate each other. The likeliest 
explanation is that Dickinson omitted mention of the two extra steps in order to simplify the 
account for his audience, who were almost certainly less knowledgeable of the franchise than 
he was.   
After the conference Dickinson wrote to Fawcett to share what had been agreed on17. 
The agreed proposal was the same as that agreed upon in their meeting on December  15th. 
Fawcett had no reason to be shocked by the outcome of the Speaker’s Conference but her 
support was to be vital to persuade the women’s movements to accept the conference’s 
                                                             
16 London: LMA. A Veteran Recalls the Passing of the Franchise Act. The Catholic Citizen. 15 February 1943. 
F/DCK/052/029.  
17 London: LSE. Letter from Willoughby Dickinson to Millicent Fawcett. 19 Jan. 1917. 9/01/1133. 
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proposals. Fawcett wrote to Dickinson to thank him for his efforts, stressing that she would 
accept the measure and work with it, but expressed her unhappiness all the same18.   
What the Speaker’s Conference Means  
The mechanics of the electoral franchise and register were laced with complexity. Dickinson 
wrote an article in The Nation after the conference in order to lay out the conference’s 
proposals. He explained that the conference’s members had agreed that women should be 
enfranchised, but had also voted to ensure that women voters did not outnumber those of 
men19. Dickinson reported that to achieve these two conflicting aims the conference had 
proposed two criteria to limit the number of women through an age qualification. The other 
was a limitation by qualification: ‘the occupation of any premises, either as a tenant in her 
own right or as the wife of the tenant’.  
Dickinson explained how the presence of two different registers complemented one 
another. All tenants qualified for Municipal franchise and were put onto the Municipal 
register. The citizens who qualified for this register were easily transferrable onto the 
parliamentary register.  ‘When it is found, as it certainly will be found, that the admission of 
women to electoral rights has none of the dangers which some people anticipate, it will not be 
difficult to extend the female franchise by placing it on precisely the same basis as that on 
which the male franchise is about to rest’. The creation of parallel registers was intended to 
smooth the path for the further expansion of the franchise, which was indeed what happened 
later when full adult suffrage was enacted in 1928.  
Lloyd George had replaced Asquith as Prime minister by this point. The support of 
suffragists such as Cecil and Henderson was crucial in the cabinet discussions that followed 
                                                             
18 Letter from NUWSS to Dickinson. F/DCK/52/16/4B. 30/02/1917. London Metropolitan Archives. 
19 London: LMA. The Nation. Willoughby Dickinson. What the speaker’s conference means. February 3, 1917. 
F/DCK/027/001.  
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and the government opted to endorse the proposal. MPs were evidently convinced as well, for 
in June 1917 they voted to enfranchise every woman who qualified for the local register. 
Women’s suffrage was embedded in the 1918 Representation of the People Act.  
The Vote newspaper concurred with Dickinson’s conclusion that the agreement to 
enfranchise wives in their own right was a substantial achievement: ‘at last the house has 
risen to the point of viewing a married woman as an independent entity’20.   
Conclusion of the women’s campaign 
As the letters sent to Dickinson indicate, it had been far from a foregone conclusion that 
women’s suffrage would even be discussed at the Speaker’s Conference, let alone agreed on. 
Dickinson developed the winning proposal through his parliamentary activities since 1907. 
He moved the debate away from principles and towards practicalities. The agreement to 
enfranchise wives on an equal status as their husbands was in his second bill of 1907. The 
imposition of an age-limit to limit the enfranchisement of women came from his touted 
amendment to the 1913 Franchise bill . Under his guidance the conference’s members voted 
to turn an exclusively male franchised based on a wildly-complicated series of registers into a 
more inclusive franchise based on a pair of complementary registers.  The advantage of this 
system was that it was easily expandable; to include more women only necessitated lowering 
the age limit. 
The compromise brokered at the Speaker’s Conference was set up by the interested 
parties before the conference began. In addition to finding a form of enfranchisement suitable 
to all, Dickinson helped to build a willing cabal of supporters to champion it. His various bills 
had amassed a small army of supporters drawn from across the three main parties. This 
network came into its own during the coalition spirit of the conference. Dickinson had 
                                                             
20 London: LMA. The Vote Newspaper. December 14, 1917. F/DCK/27/4.  
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learned the sentiments attached to the issue by his Conservative counterparts and had William 
Bull alongside him to win over their support. It looks likely that Bull persuaded 
Conservatives to abstain from the voting. Since his early parliamentary blunder, I wonder too 
if Dickinson had won the admiration of the speaker and some of his colleagues through his 
tenacity and resilience in chasing the bill.  
Dickinson’s role as an intermediary between MPs and the women’s suffrage societies 
proved vital to the cause’s success. He had earned their trust over the past eleven years and 
retained it by sticking to the proposal they had agreed on in December 1916. When it came to 
convincing the women’s movements to endorse the conference’s proposal, Dickinson wrote 
pamphlets and gave speeches. There is no doubt that he was a voice they were willing to 
listen to.  
Downfall  
David Lloyd George called a general election one month after the end of the war in 1918 . The 
Liberal party entered the election divided. David Lloyd George remained the Prime Minister, 
leading the coalition he had formed with support from the Conservatives. Lloyd George’s 
coalition gave coupons of endorsement to their favoured candidates. The majority of coupons 
went to Conservatives but some Liberals received them. Dickinson did not receive a coupon 
but his Conservative opponent did. Furthermore, the Labour party broke off from its pact with 
the Liberals, creating a series of three-way contests nationwide.   
Asquith remained as the leader of the rump Liberal party. The timing of the election is 
said to have been unfortunate for the Liberals. Due to the short time-frame between the end of 
the war and the election the Conservatives are said to have benefited from their reputation for 
English patriotism and were the beneficiaries of a patriotic surge of support. Dickinson himself 
however had been by no means unpatriotic during the war. In an address to his constituents in 
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1917 he had urged the government onto victory : ‘unless the German army fails the German 
people will never condemn it…until it is exterminated no one who loves liberty and humanity 
must think of sheathing the sword’.21   
Further exacerbating matters, the grass-roots organisation of the Liberals was weakened by the 
defection of the NUWSS to Labour. In the build up to the election one of Dickinson’s allies in 
the campaign for women’s suffrage, John Simon, who had also not received a coupon, 
contacted Millicent Fawcett and asked her if she would endorse him but she refused22. There 
is no evidence that Dickinson received more favourable treatment. Come the day of the 
election, Dickinson found himself abandoned by Lloyd George, unable to count on the help of 
the women’s organisations he had supported, and propped up by a party whose leader he had 
locked horns with for the past few years.   
Nationwide the Liberals crashed to a defeat and Dickinson lost his seat. His Conservative rival 
took 7260 votes, Labour 4,651, and Dickinson finished in between with 5,596. He blamed 
inner-party machinations for his defeat: ‘I would not have minded so much if I had had a fair 
fight but I and others were elbowed out by a process of wire pulling which no one but those 
who are in the inner circles know anything about’23. He received letters from all quarters 
commiserating him on his loss. They apportioned blame in several directions: ‘one does not 
know, in this case, whether to be more angry with the government or the Labour party’24; ‘so 
sorry to see you out but the L.G (Lloyd George) clique is overpowering at the moment and I 
fear he will rue the day he brought them into his council…’25. Others thanked him for his 
service. The Salvation Army wrote to say ‘the great majority of the people are deeply 
                                                             
21 London: LMA. Speech to constituents. 1917. F/DCK/27/5.  
22 London: LSE. Correspondence between Sir John Simon and Millicent Garrett Fawcett. 7MGF/A/1/148 & 149.  
23 London: LMA. F/DCK/28/18/4. Letter to the Dean of Worcester. 30/12/1918.  
24 London: LMA. Letter received. Sender unknown. F/DCK/28/8/.  
25 London: LMA. Letter received. Illegible name. F/DCK/18/8.  
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disappointed that you have ceased to be our member’26. The Dean of Worcester sympathised:  
‘too bad that you who have done so much for London and women should be thrown out, the 
first time women voted…”27 Lewis Harcourt, a member of the Liberal cabinet that had thwarted 
Dickinson’s ambition for women’s suffrage before the war, added: ‘sorry to see that you are 
out of the house of commons but I hope that it will not be too long before you return there, 
where you will be badly needed…’28  
Dickinson never was to return as an MP. He stood for re-election in 1922 but was defeated 
again. He went on to deploy his abilities as an organiser on behalf of various international 
associations. He later founded the Ecumenical league and The World Alliance for International 
Friendship. He became a peer in 1930, taking the Labour party ticket. He died on May 31st, 
1943. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
26 London: LMA. Letter received from the Salvation Army. F/DCK/28/18/7.  
27 London: LMA. Letter received from the Dean of Worcester. 29/12/1918. F/DCK/28/13/4/11.  
28 London: LMA. Letter received from Lewis Harcourt. F/DCK/28/18/5.  
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Final Conclusion 
The Speaker’s Conference’s proposal of a scheme for women’s suffrage was the effective 
culmination of the campaign for women to win the vote. It provided the government with a 
satisfactory template to endorse, fortunately for the women Lloyd George had replaced Asquith 
as the Prime Minister and was prepared to champion its further passage, both houses gave it 
their assent.  
The proposal’s inclusion of wives ensured that an extra six to eight million women 
became eligible for the franchise than would have been the case if wives had been excluded as 
they were in the earlier Conciliation bills. The imposition of an age restriction to limit the 
number of women facilitated the later expansion of the suffrage to all women. When the 
franchise was expanded to all women in 1928, all that had to be done was to reduce the age-
limit. If the limitation had been put in place some other way, such as with the exclusion of 
wives or lodgers, the horseplay over party political advantage may have returned and perhaps 
threatened or delayed the enactment of universal suffrage. 
The compromise reached at the Speaker’s Conference had not been the result of a 
spontaneous moment of inspiration, as was previously thought. Dickinson had steadily 
assembled the components of the eventual compromise through his parliamentary activities, 
building the contents for a proposal that could muster cross-party support. Dickinson’s 
parliamentary work since 1906 had created a coalition of suffragist MPs. In 1907, Labour Party 
MPs such as Philip Snowden, Ramsay McDonald and Arthur Henderson had backed him up. 
By the time of his 1913 bill, Conservatives such as Cavendish-Bentwick, Robert Cecil and 
Lord Selborne had been pulled in, creating a cross-party movement. They raised the issue 
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repeatedly in parliament, ensuring MPs were exposed to the issue both inside and outside of 
the chamber.  
Disputes over party political advantages had deadlocked the parliamentary movement 
for women’s suffrage before then. The politician who resolved the issue did not do so through 
party tactics.  Dickinson’s dedication to the women’s cause was inspired by his Christian liberal 
beliefs rather than any strategic interest in party political advantage. He knew that women were 
predisposed to vote against his party but championed their cause regardless. In this sense 
Dickinson was an irreplaceable figure in the parliamentary campaign for women’s suffrage. It 
is difficult to imagine any of his contemporaries successfully replacing him in this role. The 
agreement depended heavily on the support of Liberals, who were still in a majority within 
parliament. Due to tensions over potential party political advantages it would have been 
difficult for an MP from another party to have won over their support. Even if that were 
possible, the members from the other parties would have struggled to replace Dickinson. Those 
who had the relevant expertise were otherwise engaged: Bull was busy with war work; Cecil 
and Henderson were in the Cabinet. Snowden was too abrasive a character to foster a coalition. 
Francis Acland was the only other influential Liberal MP among this group of women’s 
supporters, but was engaged in cabinet work until mid-1916 and did not share Dickinson’s vast 
knowledge of the franchise. By this stage Dickinson had earned the trust of the women’s 
movement and this enabled him to temper any adverse reaction on their behalf that may have 
scuppered the entire arrangement.  
After the Representation of the People bill was passed on 7 December 1918, Dickinson 
recorded in his diary:  
It is now ten years since I introduced my Women’s Suffrage Bill and now, at last, I see 
something done. I feel that I have not lived in vain.  
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